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New practice circular on
property information and land search
ࢉї෩ڻፁф൵ྲߞߏႤਫ਼࣏Գಯ҃
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഼טȂ෩ᓹԳಯ҃ನᖔᎱўȞݕѹȟ
ڭӲԳಯ҃ನ៉ȂӅ༷ంڽށ࿚ۤఀߏ
Ⴄਫ਼ȂڭѷۤఀߞႤਫ਼ཱߏݺႤਫ਼ࠑ
аȄԳಯ҃ನЙ֭ঋԨᎱўȞݕѹȟ෩ڻႍЏ
ཱߞࠑߞӒӎݕӎȂϵ༷ԨўȞݕ૧
ࢉȟ෩ڻႍЏཱߞࠑߞӒӎݕӎȂ୵ࠧ
ᅆўށፁࠑӯݸౢێ՜ႍۤࠑߞᡋ׀Ȅ
թҳȂ҃ࠑ֝ՈߏߞᎱўȞݕѹȟ֖ߞڰԳ
ಯ҃ನԴᇦతᎱ៉Ȟݕ૧ॗȟӲНࡈȂӅ
༷බߏ་֖ϿԳࣤҊȂڭԨўȞݕ૧ࢉȟ෩
ڻႍϿԳࣤҊຕߞލћӎȄ
ྲߞ഼טϵ෩ـڻႎߞႤਫ਼ȂҒࣁȈ
ġ ڹᗜᎱ៉Ȟݕᗜ૧ॗȟݺಎ܆
ӲȂԳಯ҃ನϵЙକݺ೩џЖ་֖ϿԳࣤҊ

T

he provision of accurate and up-to-date property
information to clients is an important duty of estate
agents. The EAA has recently updated its practice
circular on the subject to remind practitioners that when
they act for the vendor (or landlord) and have entered
into an estate agency agreement with him, they are
required to obtain certain property information from
the prescribed sources and complete the property
information form with such information. In addition to
providing to the vendor (or landlord) the original or copy
of the completed form, they must supply the original or
copy of the completed form to the purchaser (or tenant),
unless the purchaser (or tenant) specifically waives his
right to receive the form.
Moreover, estate agents who act for the vendor (or
landlord) of a residential property have to carry out
a land search in respect of the property immediately
before an agreement for sale and purchase (or a
tenancy agreement) of the property is entered into and
provide a copy of the land search to the purchaser (or
tenant).

۶Ԩࢉї෩ڻϿԳࣤҊຕލћӎȄ
ġ ЙᎢўȞݕ૧ࢉȟӎ࣏ڗҩգԳಯ҃ನ҃
ݺێӹݽК֖ڰȂ҃ࠑᎱўȞݕѹȟߞԳಯ
҃ನԢዹቮঋබߏ་֖ϿԳࣤҊȄ
ġ ڹ૧ࢉҪ૧֝֝Ոඏ֜аߞݗ༡ȂԳಯ҃
ನϵቮ෩ڻႍ֝Ոඏ֜ߞϿԳࣤҊຕߞލћ
ӎȄ
ġ Ҫ҃ࠑўȞݕ૧ࢉȟ֖ߞڰԳಯ҃ನӺᕕݺ
ᇦతᎱ៉Ȟݕ૧ॗȟӲНࡈ་֖ϿԳࣤ
ҊȂϵቮঋԨࢉїᗾႋࣤҊߞаਟȄ
ႍԊே഼טЏϯႶݺᆾᇒ؊ᇨ :
www.eaa.org.hk/practice/documents/11-01_CRC.pdfȄ

The new practice circular provides more detailed
information on the subject including the following:
ġ It is not permissible to defer carrying out a land
search and supplying a copy of it to the purchaser
(or tenant) on the following day in cases when the
provisional agreement for sale and purchase (or
provisional tenancy agreement) is entered into late at
night.
ġ The duty of the licensee acting for the vendor (or
landlord) to carry out a land search applies in all
cases, irrespective of whether or not the purchaser (or
tenant) has his own estate agent acting for him in the
transaction.
ġ The duty of the licensee acting for the landlord to

carry out a land search and supply a copy of it to the
tenant also applies to cases of leasing a room in a
residential flat.
ġ A licensee who acts only for the purchaser (or tenant)
should also conduct a land search and explain it to
his client immediately before an agreement for sale
and purchase (or tenancy agreement) is entered into.

Details of the practice circular can be found at
www.eaa.org.hk/practice/documents/11-01_CRE.pdf
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